
Results
The results of this thesis need to be summarised in a written report and will be presented to the ICVR

in a 20min talk.
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Workpackages
• Literature research on the state-of-the-art VR locomotion techniques

• Design of virtual testing environment

• User study with test subjects

• Questionnaire design incl. analysis

• Intermediate and final presentation

• Written report

Bachelor Thesis

Tasks
Your task is to research on VR locomotion techniques and to design a virtual environment which is

subdivided in teleport-only and walkable areas. You implement all the logic elements and simple

environment interactions, and conduct a user study with multiple test subjects. You design a post-

exposure questionnaire and analyse the test subject's responses.

You present your work in an intermediate and a final presentation to the ICVR lab. Finally, you

summarise your results in a written report.
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Skills
• Programming skills, preferably in C#/C++

• VR or Unity experience is a plus

• Strong communication and interpersonal skills

Locomotion Behaviour in Virtual Reality
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Overview
It was shown years ago that real walking is the best kind of

locomotion for virtual reality (VR) applications to achieve an

immersive experience. Consequently, research in VR has

been focused on real walking rather than other locomotion

metaphors and commercially available VR hardware like the

HTC Vive is continuously increasing its tracking space to

allow for more real walking possiblity. However, even

though the most recent release by HTC, the HTC Vive Pro,

allows a walkable area of 10x10m, not every costumer has

access to such a free space at home.

In this thesis, the focus lies on a combined technique, which

uses both teleporting and real walking. Having areas, which need to be explored while really walking,

and others, which are only accessible via teleporting, forces a user to actively engage in both

locomotion techniques in the same environment and a post-exposure analysis will show the users

acceptance and may conclude in a compromise for future VR applications.
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